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 VICTIMS OF CONVENTION

 BY JEAN E. KENNARD

 In her novel A Proper Marriage Doris Lessing, who has probably tried
 harder than anyone else to get down on the page an authentic account of the
 condition of women in modern times, has Martha Quest make the following
 speech to her sleeping, infant daughter:

 "If you read novels and diaries, women didn't seem
 to have these problems. Is it really conceivable
 that we should have turned into something quite
 different in the space of about fifty years? Or do
 you suppose they didn't tell the truth, the novelists?
 In the books the young and idealistic girl gets
 married, has a baby - she at once turns into something
 quite different; and she is perfectly happy to spend her
 whole life bringing up children with a tedious husband.
 Natasha, for instance, she was content to be an old hen,
 fussing and dull; but supposing all the time she saw
 a picture of herself as she had been, and saw herself as
 what she had become and was miserable - what then?

 Because either that's the truth or there's a completely
 new kind of woman in the world, and surely that isn't
 possible, what do you think, Caroline?"'

 Obviously Doris Lessing does not believe that woman has changed her funda-
 mental nature. She leaves us with one alternative; that the novelists have been
 lying to us, have chosen social convention over truth and have married the
 idealistic heroine to the hero, knowing she will not find fulfillment in the
 marriage. But why would a novelist do this?

 The question is even more significant when one asks it about female
 writers who make the maturing of a woman their central subject and who
 can properly be expected to reveal more understanding than male novelists
 about the nature of women. Yet Doris Lessing's criticism can be as fairly
 directed at female novelists as at male, even at such novelists as Jane Austen
 and George Eliot, who are frequently very perceptive about female psychology
 and who do not as a rule make a habit of lying to their readers. I suggest that
 what happens in these novels is that the convention within which the writer
 is working tends to force the material into a form which denies much of what
 she has revealed about her character. In this sense perhaps the conclusions of
 Pride and Prejudice, of Emma, or of Middlemarch are lies.

 Do we really believe that Elizabeth Bennet will be happy with Mr. Darcy?
 Is lively Emma Woodhouse to be tied forever to the sober restrictions of
 George Knightley? Is the result of Dorothea Brooke's idealism to be union with
 Will Ladislaw? Is Jane Eyre, who has struggled so long to survive as an un-
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 24 JEAN E. KENNARD

 protected woman in nineteenth-century England, to accept with nothing but
 relief marriage to the master, Mr. Rochester? Surely not. If we stop to think,
 we are probably not convinced that these marriages tell the truth about the
 nature of woman, but we are, I think, aesthetically convinced by a convention
 concerning marriage in the novel which prevents our stopping to think. Jane
 Austen, George Eliot, Charlotte Bronte are not lying to us, then, to satisfy
 social convention but are themselves tied to an artistic convention which to
 some extent still traps the twentieth-century novelist.

 This convention was firmly established in the tradition of the English novel
 by Jane Austen. She adapted the formula of the female quixotic novel in
 which a young girl learns to abandon a view of the world based on fantasy
 and to adjust herself to reality.2 The heroine's adjustment to reality is seen
 as an indication of her maturity. Jane Austen incorporates with this basic
 structure the characters from the novel of sensibility3 and uses two of them
 in particular, the unscrupulous or "wrong" suitor and the "right" suitor, as
 touchstones of value in her heroine's progress towards maturity, although Jane
 Austen's values are, of course, very different from those of the novel of
 sensibility. The growth of the heroine in a Jane Austen novel is marked by her
 choice of the "right" suitor over the "wrong" suitor. The "wrong" suitor
 represents the qualities which the heroine must reject; the "right" suitor those
 which, in Jane Austen's view, make for a good life. So Elizabeth Bennet must
 recognize the weaknesses of Wickham and the virtues of Darcy; Emma the
 shallowness of Frank Churchill's charm and the truth worth of George
 Knightley. Similarly in George Eliot's Middlemarch, Dorothea Brooke must
 exchange the sterility of Casaubon for the romantic warmth of Will Ladislaw.
 In Charlotte Bronte's novel, Jane Eyre must reject the coldness of St. John
 Rivers for the brooding intensity of Mr. Rochester. If the heroine makes the
 wrong choice, she usually dies. So Maggie Tulliver is drowned for preferring
 Stephen Guest to Philip Wakem; Catherine Earnshaw for marrying Edgar
 Linton instead of Heathcliff. The convention is often more subtly used than
 my statements suggest - Frank Churchill is not quite bereft of redeeming
 qualities; Maggie Tulliver's death is not directly caused by her rejection of
 Philip - but the skeleton is invariably the same and remains the same in a
 great number of nineteenth-century novels which take the development of a
 woman as their central subject.

 The problem with the convention lies primarily in the fact that since in
 order to reach maturity the heroine must accept certain values and since the
 repository of these values is the "right" suitor, at the end of the novel the
 heroine inevitably appears to have subordinated her own personality to that
 of the hero. The convention tends therefore to imply that the good man is
 superior to the woman who can with some effort be taught that her ideals are
 fantasies, that happiness lies in approximating the male reality and in denying
 much of what has previously seemed to be herself. For this reason, although
 marriage as emblematic of the heroine's adjustment to reality is aesthetically
 satisfying, it is hard for the reader to believe that she will live happily beyond
 the last page of the novel.

 The conflict between this convention and the reality of women's experience
 becomes clearer in later novels where the situation of women in society becomes
 a central issue for discussion. A good illustration of this conflict is E. M.
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 Forster's novel A Room with a View (1908). It concerns the maturing of Lucy
 Honeychurch who has to learn to reject the false values of gentility, good
 manners, "niceness" and tact with which she has been brought up. This false
 world values paintings in so far as they are created by well-known names,
 women in so far as they are lady-like. Cousin Charlotte, the familiar chaperone
 figure from a Jane Austen novel, explains to Lucy on a trip to Italy that "It
 was not that ladies were inferior to men; it was that they were different. Their
 mission was to inspire others to achievement rather than to achieve them-
 selves."4 Forster follows Charlotte's words with a direct statement of his own
 rejection of this view as medieval, a clear indication to the reader that Lucy's
 maturing will involve rejecting it also. Forster says

 There is much that is immortal in this medieval

 lady. The dragons have gone and so have the knights,
 but still she lingers in our midst ... But alas! The
 creature grows degenerate. In her heart also there
 are springing up strange desires. She, too, is
 enamoured of heavy winds, and vast panoramas and
 green expanses of the sea. She has marked the
 kingdom of this world, how full it is of wealth,
 and beauty, and war .., .a radiant crust, built around
 the central fires, spinning towards the receeding
 heavens. Men, declaring she inspires them to it,
 move joyfully over the surface, having the most
 delightful meetings with other men, happy not
 because they are masculine but because they are
 alive. Before the show breaks up she would like
 to drop the august title of The Eternal Woman
 and go there as her transitory self.5

 To be one's self, to experience life directly, to form one's own opinions
 rather than adopt those of others are, then, the new values Lucy must learn.
 They are part of a world, old Mr. Emerson explains, in which the sexes will
 be equal, men and women comrades. Forster's understanding of what the
 modern woman wants seems to be sound enough.

 The problem lies with the working out of Lucy's maturing in terms of
 the convention of the two suitors. The medieval values are incorporated in
 Cecil Vyse, the "wrong" suitor, who is incapable of direct experience, full of
 second-hand opinions, " 'the type' ", as George Emerson explains to Lucy,
 "'who's kept Europe back for a thousand years. Every moment of his life he's
 forming you, telling you what's charming or amusing or ladylike, telling you
 what a man thinks womanly; and you, you of all women, listen to his voice
 instead of your own.' "6 Forster's values are, as this speech suggests, embodied
 in the "right" suitor, George Emerson, who is straight-forward, lives by his
 own view of the world and enjoys immediate experience, a fact which he
 demonstrates by plunging into swimming holes and kissing Lucy on an outing
 in Italy. George, unlike Cecil, has the right attitude to women, fights against
 his own drive to govern Lucy and explains to her that " 'This desire to govern
 a woman . . it lies very deep, and men and women must fight it together.' "7

 Nevertheless, Lucy first becomes engaged to Cecil, even though she associ-
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 26 JEAN E. KENNARD

 ates him with rooms rather than with views. Only after George has kissed her
 again can she reject "the pretended" for "the real," which is where Forster
 tells us the contest lies, and marry George. The final chapter is entitled "The
 End of the Middle Ages"; the medieval view of woman is supposedly conquered.
 Clearly this marriage to George is intended to represent Lucy's maturing; the
 "wrong" suitor has been rejected, the "right" accepted. But in the terms ex-
 plicitly set up at the beginning of this novel, maturity involves becoming one's
 own person, living one's own life. Not only has Lucy denounced Cecil in the
 very words given to her by George - even Cecil recognizes it and calls
 her "a new person" - but she is last seen darning George's socks and listening
 to him develop some rather unlikely theory about Cousin Charlotte. Are these
 people equals? He is being a baby and even defends his role - " 'Why shouldn't
 I be a baby?' "8 - and Lucy is as maternal as any "little woman" in a Dickens'
 novel. She finds it endearing that George should sometimes be wrong but, of
 course, never tells him when he is. Lucy has not become a new person,
 certainly not her own person. She has adopted George's values and this is
 symbolized by her marriage to him, the "right" suitor. But there is a paradox
 here. To become mature is to become oneself, but Lucy has not become
 herself; she has become George. Forster's convention is in conflict with his
 material; the right ending aesthetically is the wrong ending thematically.

 It is worth asking how Forster could have structured his novel in a way
 which was truer to his beliefs. Would it have been more honest to have Lucy
 strike out independently for London? She has, after all, considered this alter-
 native. "'I have seen so little of life; one ought to come up to London more -
 not a cheap ticket like to-day, but to stop. I might even share a flat for a
 little with some other girl' ", she suggests to her mother. Mrs. Honeychurch
 is having none of that. "'And mess with typewriters and latch-keys . . . and
 agitate and scream, and be carried off kicking by the police. And call it a
 Mission - when no one wants you! And call it Duty - when it means that
 you can't stand your own home! And call it Work - when thousands of men
 are starving with the competition as it is.' "gWould it have been more honest
 of Forster to have Lucy go anyway? Perhaps. Almost forty years later, how-
 ever, Doris Lessing also suggests that there are problems with this alternative.
 Martha Quest's objections are, of course, different from Mrs. Honeychurch's.
 She says, "'There is something so vieux jeu . . . in leaving like Nora to live
 differently! Because we're not such fools any longer. We don't imagine that
 rushing off to earn one's living as a typist is going to make any difference.
 One is bound to fall in love with the junior partner and the whole thing will
 begin all over again.' "10

 And indeed twentieth-century novelists who take a woman's experience as
 their central subject have begun the whole thing all over again. The "Nora"
 convention has simply proved to be the "two suitors" convention adapted to
 a later stage of the heroine's life. The dissatisfied housewife novel, which is
 so familiar to readers of contemporary fiction, still uses the same convention.
 The husband, however, now plays the role of the "wrong" suitor who represents
 the world of mundane, bourgeois values; the lover - and there usually is one
 - is the "right" suitor who represents freedom and the chance of a richer
 life. This is the form of Sue Kaufmann's Diary of a Mad Housewife, of Edna
 O'Brien's Girl with the Green Eyes, of Frangoise Sagan's Aimez-Vous Brahms?
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 VICTIMS OF CONVENTION 27

 which plays a slight variation on the convention. It is basically the form of
 Margaret Drabble's latest novel, The Needle's Eye, in which Rose sacrifices her
 soul to take her husband back; and, of course, it is the convention Doris Lessing
 has used for almost every novel in The Children of Violence series. Martha
 Quest, who leaves her first husband, Douglas, by means of a lover, William, in
 A Proper Marriage, is still repeating the pattern many years and several novels
 later in A Four-Gated City.

 If Doris Lessing cannot find another convention, who will be able to?
 Martha Quest complains that "there was no woman she had ever met she
 could model herself on""' and certainly the twentieth-century novel has not
 provided her with one. Novelists are still defining women's experiences in terms
 of their relationships with men, are still using a convention which was made
 popular with Jane Austen. Yet women no longer define themselves in this
 way, even if they once did; they are artists, lawyers, professors - people. It is
 time novelists found a form in which a woman's sexual life is related to her
 development as Stephen Dedalus' is to his, Eugene Henderson's to his, Holden
 Caulfield's to his - that is as an important but certainly not total influence.
 A room with a view has to give way to a room of one's own.

 CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY
 HAYWARD

 NOTES

 'Doris Lessing, A Proper Marriage (New York, 1952; Plume Books, 1970) p. 205-
 206.

 2For a full discussion of this form of the novel see A Walton Litz, Jane Austen: A
 Study of her Artistic Development (New York, 1965), p. 13ff.

 3Marvin Mudrick, Jane Austen: Irony as Defense and Discovery (New Jersey, 1952),
 p. 40.

 4E. M. Forster, A Room with a View (London, 1908; Vintage Books, n.d.), p. 46.

 1lbid., pp. 46-47.

 61bid., p. 194.

 7Ibid., p. 195.

 Slbid., p. 242.

 I9bid., pp. 226-227.

 '0A Proper Marriage, p. 274.

 "llbid.
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